
Course Title Postcolonial Studies 

Course Code ENS650 

Course Type Compulsory 

Level Master (2nd Cycle) 

Year / Semester 1st Year/ 2nd Semester 

Teacher’s Name TBA 

ECTS 10 Lectures / week Up to 6 
teleconfer
ences 

Laboratories / 
week 

N/A 

Course Purpose 
and Objectives 

This course aims at exploring the terrain of postcolonial critique through an 
examination of the history and legacy of western – predominantly British - 
colonialism.  This exploration assesses some of the most important 
theoretical formulations of postcolonial theory and surveys the writings of 
influential critics, fiction writers, poets and filmmakers. Because colonial 
history has largely determined cultural and economic configurations and 
power structures of the present, the course further pays attention to the 
continuing cultural and political ramifications of colonialism in both colonizing 
and colonized societies in order to reveal the intricate ways in which 
colonialism has profoundly affected societies and cultures of today.   

Learning 
Outcomes 

Upon successful completion of this course students should be able to:  

 Examine some of the major theoretical debates surrounding postcolonial 
literature/criticism.   

 Use an interdisciplinary approach to the study of postcolonial texts.   

 Examine significant terms such as ‘hybridity’ and ‘ambivalence’ from 
different angles and in all their complexity. 

 Discuss and write about historical and conceptual definitions of  crucial 
terms such as ‘imperialism,’ ‘colonialism,’ ‘postcolonialism,’ and 
‘decolonization’. 

 Grasp the postcolonial condition in formerly colonized spaces and in the 
current global context. 

 Make use of postcolonial critical concepts to analyze the current cultural, 
social and political condition in today’s world 

Prerequisites None Co-requisites None 

Course Content 
The course concentrates on the examination of a range of issues arising from 

and relating to colonization and its aftermath.  In order to achieve its objective 

the course incorporates an examination of influential thinkers whose writings 

have affected the directions of postcolonial critique. The work of Frantz Fanon 

provides a useful introduction to the issues arising out of imperial domination. 



The course moves on to examine critics from postcolonial places who now 

occupy positions and write from within western academia (e.g. Homi Bhabha, 

Edward Said, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Salman Rushdie). Specific topics 

to be covered may include but are not limited to the following: 

 
 Analysis of colonial and anti-colonial discourse  
 The politics of language in a colonial and postcolonial context 
 Africa as a postcolonial space; post-independence African writing 
 Re-reading and re-writing English literature   
 The case of the Caribbean 
 Exploring the diaspora  
 India: postcolonial implications 
 Postcolonial feminism 
 Migration, asylum, illegal immigration and 
  ‘Fortress Europe’ 

Teaching 
Methodology 

E-Learning 
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Assessment 
 

 Final Examination  50% 

Assignments/On-going evaluation 50% 

 100% 

Language English 

 


